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1. Introduction. B. Fuglede [3] has shown that if a bounded (everywhere

defined linear) operator B permutes with a normal operator A, i.e. BA<=AB, then

the spectral projections of A permute with B. That is, BE(a) = E(a)B for all Borel

sets a, where {E(o)} is the canonical spectral measure of A.

The purpose of this note is to prove a commutativity theorem for unbounded

operators in Hubert space which is an extension of Fuglede's theorem. It states in

essence that if A is a normal operator and A a densely defined linear operator

which has a closure (i.e., A* is densely defined), F)(A)c D(A*), and NAx=ANx

for an appropriate set of vectors x (cf. Theorem 1), then the spectral measure of A

permutes with A. That is, E{o)A<=-AE{o), for all Borel sets a, where {E(o)} is the

canonical spectral measure of N.

Although the commutativity theorem proved in this paper seems rather special,

it is general enough to enable us to derive several known and some new theorems as

simple corollaries.

In connection with our theorem the following example due to B. Fuglede [6] is of

interest: There exists a closed symmetric operator which is unitarily equivalent

with a proper extension of itself. Thus there exists a unitary operator U and a closed

symmetric operator S such that U permutes with S but the spectral measure of U

does not permute with S. We are indebted to Professor Fuglede for calling our

attention to this reference.

If F is a normal operator with canonical spectral measure {E(o)}, we shall denote

by D0(T) the union U R(E(o)), as a ranges over all bounded Borel sets. (R(E(a))

denotes the range of the spectral projection E(a).) Clearly D0(T) is contained in

D(T) and F is the closure of its restriction TQ to D0(T).

We shall have need for the following proposition.

Proposition 1. Let A be a densely defined closed linear operator in a Hubert

space ¿p such that D{A)<= D{A*) and \Ax\ = \A*x\ for all x in D{A). Suppose Tis a

normal operator such that D0(T)c= D(A) and the spectral measure of T permutes

with A, then A is normal. In particular A is self adjoint if it is symmetric.

Proof. It is sufficient to show that D{A*)^D{A) (cf. [4, p. 33]). Let xe D{A*),

an = {A | | A | S «} and x„ = E(o-n)x, where {E(d)} is the canonical spectral measure of F.
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Then xn e D(A) for all «, xn -> x as « -> oo, and

||^Xn-^Xm||   =   M*Xn-^*Xm||   =   ||£(ornM*X-£(ffm)y4*x|| -^ 0

as «, z« -> oo. Hence, since A is closed, x e ö(/4).

We recall that two normal operators are said to commute if their spectral

projections permute. This definition is consistent with the usual one in case one of

the operators is bounded by virtue of Fuglede's theorem.

For further reference we state the following proposition. The proof is easily

supplied by the reader.

Proposition 2. Suppose A and B are normal operators in a Hilbert space § and

§ is the orthogonal direct sum of subspaces 9Jîn, «= 1,..., and every 5Dcn reduces A

and B to (normal) operators An and Bn, respectively. If An andBn permute for every n,

then A and B permute.

2. The main theorem.

Theorem 1. Let N and T be permuting normal operators in a Hilbert space ¿p

and A a densely defined linear operator in §. Suppose that

1. D0(T)<= D(N)cD(A) n D(A*) (or more generally D0(T)<= D(N) n D(A)

n D(A*) and D0(N)^D(A*)) and

2. (Nx, A*y) = (Ax, N*y)for all x and y in D0(T).

Then the spectral measure of N permutes with A (the closure of A).

Proof. We first show that the hypothesis of Theorem 1 implies that DQ(T) is

contained in D(AN) and D(NA), and that

(1) ANx = NAx   for all x in D0(T).

Indeed, let {E(o)} be the canonical spectral measure of T and x e D0(T). Then

x=£(it)x, for some bounded Borel set o. Hence Nx = NE(o)x=E(o)Nxe D0(T)

c D(A). Therefore x e D(AN) and

(2) (ANx, y) = (Nx, A*y) = (Ax, N*y)   for all y e D0(T)

by 2. Now, N* is the closure of its restriction to D0(T). For if z e D(N*), let

zn=E(on)z, where <7„ = {À | |A|^«}. Then zne Da(T) for all «, zn^-z and N*zn

= N*E(an)z=E(on)N*z -> N*z as « -> oo.

From (2), and the fact that N* is the closure of its restriction to D0(T) follows

(3) (ANx, y) = (Ax, N*y)   for all y e D(N*).

Hence Ax e D(N) and NAx=ANx. This proves (1).

Since by 1 A* is densely defined, A has a closure A and therefore

(4) ANx = Nix   for all x e D0(T)

by (1).
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Let now {F(t)} be the canonical spectral measure of A and c be a bounded Borel

set in R2. Then

(5) ANE(o)x = NAE(o)x   for all x e £

by (4). But E(o)N^NE(ct). Hence

04F(<r))Ax = ;?AF(<7)x = A(ZF(a))x   for all x e D(N)

by (5) ¡i.e.,

(6) (AE(o))N c N(AE(o)).

Now, AE(o) is a closed operator with domain ©. Therefore by the closed graph

theorem AE(c) is bounded. Hence, it follows from (6) by Fuglede's theorem (cf.

Introduction) that

(7) F(A)JF(<r) = 1F(ct)F(A)

for all Borel sets A. Let now A be a bounded Borel set in (7) and take adjoints of

both sides of (7). We obtain

(8) (F(A)JF(ct))* = (JF(ct)F(A))* ■=> F(A)E(o)A* = E(o)F(A)A*,

since F and A permute. But (F(A)ÄE(o))*=>E(o)A*F(A) and the domain of

E(d)A*F(A) is ® by 1. Hence,

(9) F(cr)^*F(A) = E(o)F(A)A*,

where o and A are arbitrary bounded Borel sets. From (9) follows if we let o=on

={A | |A| Sri} and «->oo, that

(10) F(A)A* c A*F(A)

for all bounded Borel sets A. From (10) and the fact that A* is closed follows

(11) F(r)A* c A*F(r)

for all Borel sets t. This is equivalent with F(t)A<^AF(t) for all Borel sets t.

Corollary 1. Let A be a densely defined linear operator in a Hilbert space such

that D(A)<^D(A*) and \Ax\ = \\A*x\\ for all x e D(A). If N is a normal operator

such that D0(N)<=D(A) and

(Ax, A*y) = 04x, N'y)   for all x, y e D0(N),

then A is normal and commutes with N. In particular A is selfadjoint and permutes

with N if A is symmetric.

Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 and Proposition 1.

3. Applications.

Theorem 2 [2]. IfN, Nx and N2 are normal operators such that N=NiN2 = N2Nit

then Nx and N2 permute.
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Proof. Let T=N2. Then T is normal and permutes with N. Moreover DCT)

^D(N)^D(Nx) = D(Ni*) and D(T)cD(NiN). Therefore

{Nx, my) = (NiNx, y) = (NiN2NiX, y) = (NNlX, y) = (NiX, N*y)

for all x, y e D(T). It follows from Theorem 1 that N permutes with Nx. Similarly,

A^ permutes with 7V2. Let {E(a)} he the canonical spectral measure of N and En

=E(on), where <x„ = {A | « — 1^ |A| <«}. Then En permutes with Nx and N2 and

(NxEn)(N2En) = NxN2En = N2NxEn = (N2En)(NxEn) for all n. Hence, by Proposition

2, Nx and N2 permute.

In [1] the author proved jointly with A. Devinatz and J. von Neumann that if T,

Tx and T2 are selfadjoint operators such that T<=TXT2, then Tx and T2 permute and

T = TXT2.

This result will be proved below as a consequence of a more general formulation.

Theorem 3. Let Tbe a selfadjoint operator and Tx, T2 closed symmetric operators

such that T0^TXT2, where T0 is the restriction ofiT to D0(T). Then T2 is selfadjoint

and its spectral measure permutes with T and Tx.

Proof. £>o(T)c Z)(r2)c DCT?),

(Tx, Tfy) = (TxT2x, T2y) = (T2x, TxT2y) = (T2x, Ty)

for all x, y e D0(T). Hence, by Corollary 1, T2 is selfadjoint and permutes with T.

Let {E(o)} be the canonical spectral measure of T, on = {X | |A| ^«} and En = E(cxn).

Then TEn = T0En<^TxT2En. But TEn has domain H. Hence TEn = TxT2En. Now, TEn

and T2En are bounded selfadjoint operators because En permutes with T and T2

and the operators TEn and T2En have domain H. Hence,

(T2En)Tx c (T2En)Tx* e (Tx(T2En))* = Tx(T2En).

That is, (T2En)Tx<=Tx(T2En). From this follows that Fn(A)Txc:TxFn(A) for all Borel

sets A, where {Fn(A)} is the canonical spectral measure of T2En. Now, if {E2(a)} is

the canonical spectral measure of T2, then Fn(A) -> E2(A) strongly as « -s- oo for

every Borel set A (for Fn(A) = E2(A)En if OxtA and Fn(A) = E2(A)En + (I-En) if

OeA).

Let A be a Borel set in R and x e D(TX). Then Fn(A)x -» E2(A)x and Fn(A)Txx

= TxFn(A)x -> £,2(A)T1x as « -> oo. Hence, since Ti is closed, E2(A)x e D(TX) and

TxE2(A)x=E2(A)Txx. That is, E2(A)TX^TXE2(A) for all Borel sets A.

Corollary 2. 7/" z« z;«e preceding theorem Tx is selfadjoint, then T is the closure

ofTxT2. This is the case ifT2 has an inverse.

Proof. If Ti is selfadjoint, then the closure T3 of TXT2 is selfadjoint because Tx and

T2 permute (cf. [4, p. 45]). From T0cT3 follows that T<=T3. But a selfadjoint

operator has no proper symmetric extension. Hence T=T3.
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Suppose T2 1 exists. Let x e D(TT21) and En as in Theorem 3. Then Fnx —> x as

« -> oo. Now,

FJT^x = TEnT2'x = TüEnT2^x = TxT2EnT2'x

and £nx=EnT2T2 1x=T2EnT2~ 1x.

Therefore,

EnTT2 1x = TxEnx -■> TT2 1x   as « -> oo.

Hence, since ra is closed, xe Z)(ri) and Txx=TT21x; i.e., TT2'L<^TX. Therefore

A<^TX, where ^4 is the closure of TT2 1. But A is selfadjoint because F and T2 1 are

selfadjoint and permute. Hence, as above A = TX.

Corollary 3. IfTx is selfadjoint and T2, T closed symmetric operators such that

TXT2^T and if T2 has a bounded inverse (and therefore is selfadjoint), then T is

selfadjoint and T2 permutes with Tx and T. Moreover T=T2TX.

(This result was obtained in [1] under the additional assumption that F is

selfadjoint.)

Proof. From the hypothesis we immediately get T^TT^1. Since F2_1 has an

inverse it follows from Corollary 2 and Theorem 3 that T is selfadjoint, T2X

permutes with F and Tx, and TX = TT21 (since TT2l is closed). Hence T2^T

c TT2 1 = Tx and consequently F<= T2TX. But T is the closure of T2TX by Corollary 2.

Hence T=T2TX.

The following theorem was proved by E. Nelson in [5] by entirely different and

more complicated methods.

Theorem 4. Let A and B be symmetric operators in a Hubert space § and let Sot

be a dense linear manifold in § such that 9Jl is contained in the domain of A2, B2, AB

and BA, and such that ABx = BAx for all x in 30t. If the restriction of A2 + B2 to SOt is

essentially selfadjoint then A and B are essentially selfadjoint and A and B commute.

Proof. Let F be the closure of the restriction of A2+B2 to m. Then F is self-

adjoint by hypothesis. Now, D(T)<= D(Ä). More specifically, if xn e SÜÜ, xn -> x and

042-l-.S2)xn -> Tx as « —>■ oo, then Axn —> Ax as « -> oo. Indeed,

({A2 + B2){xn-xm),xn-Xm) = M(xn-xm)||2+||2?(xn-xm)||2-*0

as «, m —> oo. Hence 04xn)n61 converges to, say, y as « —> oo. Hence, x e F>04) and

y4x=v; i.e., Axn -»■ ̂4x as « -> oo. By symmetry the same is true if A is replaced by

Let x and y be elements of D(T). Choose elements xn and yn in Sffi such that

x„ -* x, 0424-.82)xn -*• Fx and y„ ->■ y, (^24-fi2)yn -> 7>, as n ^ oo. Then

(Fx, ¿*y) = (Fx, ly) = lim (042+2?2)xn, Ayn)
n->oo

= lim 04xn, {A2+B2)yn) = (Jx, 7»,
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by repeated use of the relation ABz = BAz for all zeSO!. Hence A is selfadjoint and

permutes with T by Corollary 1. Similarly B is selfadjoint and permutes with T.

Let {E(o)} be the canonical spectral measure of T and En = E(on), where on

={X | «-1^|A| <«}. Then En permutes with 2 and B and R{En)<= D(T)<= D(I).

Thus R(En)<=. D(I). Similarly R(En)^D(B). It follows that AEn and ÄE,, are

bounded selfadjoint operators. We assert that An = AEn and Bn = BEn permute.

Indeed, let x be any element in §. Then Enx e DCT). Now choose a sequence (yk)

in 9JÎ such that y k -> Enx and (A2 + B2)yk -> TEnx as k -> oo. Then, as was shown

above, /l^ —s- ̂̂ x and 5jfc —> BEnx as zc -> oo. Hence

¿f„.Bnx =  lim (ÄEn)Byk =  lim EnAByk

=  lim £n5^jte =  lim (BEn)Ayk = BnAnx.
fc-»0O te->oo

That ^ and 5 permute now follows from Proposition 2.

In [5] E. Nelson proved the existence of two symmetric operators A and B in a

Hilbert space © having a common invariant domain % such that for all real a and ¿>,

aA + bB is essentially selfadjoint and such that for all x in S, yü?x = i?/4x, but such

that A and 5 do not commute.

We shall show in the next theorem that there are no symmetric operators with

the described properties if we require in addition that the domain of the closure of

the operator A + B is contained in the domain of A or B.

More precisely we have the following theorem.

Theorem 5. Let A and B be symmetric operators in a Hilbert space § and let Wl

be a dense linear manifold in § such that 9JÎ is contained in the domain of A and B, and

such that (Ax, By) = (Bx, Ay) for all x and y in 911. Let T be the closure of the re-

striction of A + 2? to 9JÍ. IfT is selfadjoint and DCT) <=■ D(A ) then A and B are essentially

selfadjoint and A and B commute. This condition is satisfied, for example, if there

exists a number c such that (Ax, Bx)^c\\x\\2 for all x in Ti.

Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 4. Let x e DCT) and (x„)

be a sequence of elements in 9JI such that x„ -> x and (A + B)xn -> 7x as « -> oo.

We shall show that Axn -*■ Ax as « ->■ oo.

To see this, consider the mapping (x, Tx) -> Ax of the graph 'SCT) of T into $.

This linear transformation is closed since A is a closed operator. ¥¡CT) is a closed

subspace of |> x § and therefore a Banach space. It follows from the closed graph

theorem that the mapping (X, Tx) -> Ax is continuous. Hence there exists a

constant a such that

||Zx|| ^ a(||x||2+ irjcl2)1'3   for all x e DCT).

From the last inequality follows that ||/4(xn—xm)|| -> 0 as «, m -> oo. That is,

x„->x and Axn=Axn-+y as n-+oo, where y is some element in Iq. Hence

x e D(A) and Ax=y, since A is closed.
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If x and y are elements in D(T), choose sequences (x„) and ( y„) in 9JÎ such that

xn -> x, (A + B)xn -> Fx and yn -> y, (A + B)yn ->- Fy, as « ->- oo. Then

(Fx, ^*j) = (Fx, Zy)

=  lim ((A + B)xn,Ayn) =  lim (Axn,(A + B)yn)
n-+°o n-+°o

= (Zx, Ty).

Hence, by Corollary 1, A is selfadjoint and permutes with T. Similarly B is self-

adjoint and permutes with F, for D(T)<= D(B) as shown further down.

To show that A and B commute consider the canonical spectral measure {E(o)}

of F. Let En = E(an), where cr„ = {A | «- 1 S |A| <«}. Then Fn permutes with y4 and 5

and R(En)cD(T)c D(A). If xei)(7;) choose a sequence (xn) in W such that

xn -> x and 04 + 5)xn -> Fx as « —> oo. Then y4xn —> Ax as we have seen. Hence

Bxn = (A + B)xn — Axn -> Tx—Ax as « -> oo. Therefore, since B is closed, x e F)(J)

and Bx = Tx — Ax; i.e., Fx = .4x4-.ßx. Thus T^A+B. From this follows, since

Ä+B is symmetric and Fis selfadjoint that T= A+B. It follows that F(Fn)<= £»(5)

and Tn = An + Bn, where Tn = TEn, An = AEn and Bn = BEn are bounded selfadjoint

operators. ^4n permutes with Fn and hence with Bn = Tn — An. It follows now from

Proposition 2 that A and 5 permute. (The fact that A and B commute can also be

proved as in the proof of Theorem 4.)

Finally, suppose there is a number c such that (Ax, 5x)^c||x|¡2 for all x eWl.

Let x e D(T) and choose a sequence (xn) in 9JÎ such that xn -> x and (^ -I- Z?)xn ->■ Fx

as « -> oo. Then

||(A + B)(xn -xm)||2 = ||^(xn -xm)12 + ||B(xn -xm)«2 + 2(^(xn -xm), Ä(xn - xm))

^ ||^(x„-xm)||2 + 2c||xn-xm¡2.

Therefore \\A(xn—xm)\\ ->0 as «, w-^co. It follows, since Z is closed, that

x e F)(Z).
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